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ABSTRACT  

 

The principle of freedom of contracts in current binding laws is the location of balance and justice of bargaining positions, 

particularly in the nomenclature of standard agreements. It is directly related to the protection issue of the parties who are in a 

more favorable position than other parties. The Civil Code does not regulate this matter, so it can be understood that the Civil 

Code is not prepared based on the principles of justice of a very plural society in the aspect of Indonesian legal culture. Therefore, 

an objective perspective is required to consider this issue. On the other hand, the Indonesian legal culture cannot answer this issue 

because it has not been able to reach the complexity of community culture, for example; the standard contract used by the 

community today. In its development, the restrictions on the principle of freedom of contract show that the principle of freedom of 

contract is not considered absolute, so it should be limited. Currently, the restrictions on the principle of freedom of contract have 

been made, for example, the restrictions in the Law on Consumer Protection.  Departing from this development, it is necessary to 

consider the principle of freedom of contract in Indonesian legal culture, particularly to determine the extent to which the State 

through legislation will regulate and play a role in resolving issues arising from the principle of freedom of contract. 

 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 

Indonesia was colonized by the Netherlands approximately three hundred and fifty years ago, so legal politics will affect various 

issues of the life of the nation and state, including in this case various products of the Law still also follow the political system of 

Dutch East Indies law.  In this case, the Civil Code in Indonesia which has been in effect now for approximately 184 years is also 

a relic of the Dutch Era which has never undergone any changes, so some say that the Civil Code is only a guideline that is 

sometimes not used as a legal basis in making decisions because Indonesian civil law is still pluralism.  

The reality that Indonesia is a country with a very high level of plurality in terms of ethnicity, customs, and religion provides 

the necessity for pluralism in the field of law, particularly in the field of civil law in which several rules in the field of civil law 

regulate people's lives as a reality that must be faced objectively. This is the residue of the constellation of various legal systems 

(customary law, Islamic law, and European law) which form the framework of legal pluralism in Indonesia. Legal pluralism in an 

existential context has become a core feature of the legal system in Indonesia to date. 

In terms of the state of pluralism, civil law in Indonesia has not changed unification that applies to all Indonesian people 

nationally. The style of civil law applied still adheres to pluralistic principles consisting of the European civil law system regulated 

in the Civil Code, the customary civil law system, and the Islamic civil law system (Noor, 2014). Formally, judicial bodies to date 

still reflect decisions made concerning the pluralistic style of the three civil law systems. This shows that the legal system that was 

built still survives and applies to present.  

The Civil Code consists of four books and 1993 Articles, and all the Articles used are the translations from Dutch into 

Indonesian. The one commonly used by students including legal experts is the translation of Prof. R. Subekti, SH, and R. 

Tjitrosubdibio and not a translation. It makes the civil law system in Indonesia should be changed as soon as possible and very 

urgent because, in terms of grammar, the Civil Code from the Dutch era certainly cannot be applied in Indonesia. 

The current objective conditions show that the Indonesian people of various ethnicities and cultures living in Indonesia are 

currently still experiencing legal pluralism in many ways, as a result, it has an impact on solving various legal problems in social 

life in society. 

Legal reform efforts formally in Indonesia have existed since 1988 through MPR Decree Number II/MPR/1988 on the Guidelines 

for State Policy (GBHN) in the Pelita V section, particularly in the field of law, which states: "In the context of national civil law 

development, directed and integrated renewal efforts are needed, among others in the form of codification and unification of certain 

fields of law. Its preparation is needed to be able to support national development in various fields by the collective needs of the 

Indonesian people, as well as the level of legal awareness and dynamics that develop in society." Along with its dynamics, the 

codification and unification of civil law applicable nationally face various obstacles as a consequence of the contours of the pluralist 

style of law that continues to grow and live factually amid Indonesian society. Against this phenomenon, the discourse on civil 

law reform that reflects legal values in Indonesia finds momentum as well as a necessity as an effort to present a solution to legal 

reform through the internalization of legal values into the civil law system in Indonesia.  

Civil law in Indonesia has not yet changed towards a unification that applies to all Indonesian people nationally. The style 

of civil law applied still adheres to the pluralistic principle consisting of the European civil law system regulated in the Civil Code, 

the customary civil law system, and the Islamic civil law system (Noor, 2014). 

Along with the dynamics of the codification and unification of civil law that applies nationally faces various kinds of 

obstacles as a consequence of factual pluralism in Indonesian society. With this phenomenon, it is necessary to find a solution so 

that civil law reform in Indonesia can be completed immediately and can answer legal problems in an increasingly complex society. 

Therefore, this paper will be discussed with the title Legal Studies on Contract Standards in the Bond Law System Towards Civil 

Law Reform. 
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DISCUSSION 

 

1. Urgency of Civil Law Reform in Standard Contract Law 

 

The Indonesian Civil Code in Dutch is called Burgerlijk Wetboek (BW) adopted from the French Code Civil then brought to the 

Netherlands and then in the 16th century the Dutch colonized Indonesia, finally, the Civil Code was used in Indonesia until now. 

This politically influenced the living conditions of Indonesian society, including its legal culture. In the 18th century the Civil 

Code with the term Burgerlijk Wetboek (BW) was enforced in Indonesia with several changes during the 19th century when Europe 

was influenced by liberalism that glorified individual freedom, the interests of the wider community became increasingly 

prominent and needed to be given protection, particularly to weak parties (Mandala, 2017). 

In addition, because some provisions in the Burgerlijk Wetboek were quoted directly from the French Civil Code, they 

became contradictory to each other. For example, the provision that the sale of goods belonging to another person is void because 

according to the French Civil Code when an agreement is reached on the goods and price, the title passes from the seller to the 

buyer. The provision in the old Dutch Civil Code is adopted in Article 1471, in which the sale and purchase agreement does not 

transfer property rights but only creates an obligation between the seller and the buyer that the seller is obliged to deliver the goods 

and the buyer is obliged to pay the price. 

The above problem is one of several issues that will be discussed in the context of civil law reform, particularly the law of 

ties in Indonesia. As in the Academic Paper of the Draft Law on National Bond Law by the drafting team of the National Law 

Development Agency (BPHN) in 2013, several crucial issues become entry points in the framework of changes in the law of ties 

in Indonesia, including the following:  

The classic problem regarding the principle of freedom of contract in the current binding law is the location of balance and 

fairness of bargaining positions, particularly in the nomenclature of standard agreements. This is of course directly related to the 

issue of protection of parties who are in a more favorable position compared to other parties. The Civil Code does not regulate this 

matter, so it can be understood that the Civil Code is not prepared based on the principles of justice of a very plural society in the 

aspect of Indonesian legal culture. Therefore, an objective perspective is needed in looking at this issue. On the other hand, the 

Indonesian legal culture cannot answer this issue because it has not been able to reach the complexity of community culture, for 

example; the standard contract used by the community today.  

In its development, the restrictions on the principle of freedom of contract show that the principle of freedom of contract 

is not considered absolute, and indeed needs to be limited. Currently, restrictions on the principle of freedom of contract have been 

made, for example, restrictions in the Law on Consumer Protection.  Departing from this development, it should be necessary to 

think about the principle of freedom of contract in Indonesian legal culture, particularly to determine the extent to which the State 

through legislation will regulate and play a role in resolving issues arising from the principle of freedom of contract. 

Another urgency that needs to be regulated further is regarding pre-contractual actions such as memoranda of 

understanding and others because the Civil Code qualifies actions only on contractual actions both formally and the Civil Code 

from the material side. In practice, it is precisely these pre-contractual acts that are often used before binding themselves into a 

contract. The lack of clarity of the Civil Code in regulating the issue of pre-contractual acts results in the lack of boundaries 

regarding the qualification of pre-contractual acts with contracts, which raises issues such as premature contractual rights (losses 

incurred during the pre-contract period).  

The next urgency is that there is no clear distinction regarding the regulation of the formation and validity of contracts. 

The use of contracts with all kinds of variants in today's business world raises legal issues that require solutions in terms of their 

formation and validity. Traditionally, an agreement is based on the principle of freedom of contract between two parties who have 

equal positions. The agreement obtained in the agreement is the result of negotiations between the parties. Such a process is not 

found, for example, in a standard agreement. There is almost no freedom in determining the contents of the agreement in the 

negotiation process. The contents or terms of the agreement have been determined unilaterally by the employer. On the one hand, 

this practice is very profitable for the entrepreneur, but on the other hand, it causes harm to consumers. The application of this 

standard agreement from its inception until now has caused controversy regarding the existence and validity of the standard contract 

(Khairandy, 2007). 

The Civil Code does not specifically regulate standard provisions regarding the formation of contracts. In the meantime, 

the void is closed by the Consumer Protection Law (UUPK) so that the issue of the validity of a contract can refer to the Protection 

Law. However, there are still many types of engagement in other fields that require a clear and firm regulation that reflects the 

value of justice and the balance of interests between the parties, which until now has not been accommodated by the Consumer 

Protection Law. 

Detailed and clear arrangements for agreements in certain fields have been developed specifically in practice. Specific 

types of contracts in certain fields include contracts made by the government, the sale and purchase of coal commodities, 

agency/distributor agreements, agreements in the insurance sector, banking, intellectual property, and others. The practice of 

increasingly complex special agreements, of course, encourages the urgency of a new order of specific and special rules, so that 

the need for operational solutions in an agreement can be fulfilled. This need should be encouraged with great and continuous 

attention from government authorities and related stakeholders to create a regulatory system that is harmonized and integrated with 

applicable laws and regulations.  

In addition to the aforementioned issues, the concern of the efforts to reform the national binding law is that the requirement 

regarding a particular thing (causa) in the KUHPer is becoming increasingly less important as a general requirement for the 

invalidation of a contract. In contracts concerning certain goods, it is important that the object of the agreement can be determined. 

While the question of quantity is not a requirement of a particular thing, the important thing is that the amount can be calculated 

later. Although the common law system recognizes the doctrine of no quantity no contract, there are also exceptions to this doctrine, 

for example, in the types of agreements, namely output contracts and requirement contracts. In an output contract, whatever 

products are sold must be purchased by the buyer, while in a requirement contract, whatever the needs of the buyer must be 

provided by the seller. In civil law systems due to the influence of Corpus Iuris Civilis (Kunkel, 1985) such as Article 1465 of the 
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Civil Code, "the purchase price must be determined by the parties". The question is whether if the price is not clear, the court may 

interpret it. In the common law system, in addition to fixed prices, it is also possible to make contracts with open prices. In the 

Civil Code, if certain conditions are not met, the agreement is null and void (Hardjowahono, 2013). 

Agreements (prospective contracts/future contracts) that depend or rely on future circumstances/conditions need to get 

serious attention, particularly regarding the validity of the agreement. 

 

2. Contract Law as part of Bond Law Towards the Civil Law System  

 

Law, in development, has four functions, namely law as the maintenance of order and security, as Sunaryati Hartono quoted the 

opinion expressed by Roscoe Pound in his famous book: An Introduction to the Philosophy of Law, which states: "The first and 

simplest idea is that law exists to keep the peace in a given society, to keep the peace at all events and any price. This is the 

conception of what may be called the stage of primitive law. Law is also a means of development, the law as a means of enforcing 

justice, and the law as a means of public education. Law, legal institutions, and legal scholars play a very important role in bringing 

about change to a new system of norms and values at every stage of development. The government's current agenda is to make 

every effort to restore the economy gradually and sustainably and get out of the very uncertain situation as it is today. Laws arise 

because humans live in society. The law regulates rights and obligations in social life and also regulates how to exercise and 

maintain these rights and obligations. Civil law that regulates rights and obligations in society is called "material civil law", while 

civil law that regulates how to exercise and defend rights and obligations is called "formal civil law". Formal civil law is commonly 

called civil procedural law (Wignjosoebroto, 2007). 

The background to the national legal system in civil law reform in Indonesia is because Indonesian civil law is a product 

of colonial heritage, so it is not following the personality of the Indonesian nation. Then, it should be replaced with civil law 

products that reflect the values of Indonesian society. Therefore, the current civil law is no longer following the dynamics of the 

development of Indonesian society which is experiencing very rapid development and many of the rules of civil law are no longer 

by current conditions (Ford Foundation & Perkumpulan Untuk Pembaharuan Hukum Berbasis Masyarakat dan Ekologis, 2007). 

Thus, the civil law in the Civil Code should only be a transitional law or transitional law to lead to the Indonesian National 

Law so that there is no legal vacuum in the life of Indonesian society. The plurality of civil laws prevailing in the life of the 

community as living law based on the notion of particularism during the Dutch East Indies colonial rule should be adjusted to the 

atmosphere of independence. National ideals to unite Indonesia as a political and governmental unit tend to ignore the plural and 

local laws of the people to be replaced with national laws in the form of unification and codification. The national legal policy is 

challenged to realize national ideals as a force for reform, to encourage changes from the form of local societies characterized by 

agrarian to a new life characterized by urban and industrial in a national scale format (Wignjosoebroto, 2002). 

In the realm of independence, an independent nation cannot tolerate living under a legal system that is still largely a relic 

of the colonial period and is no longer following the growth and development of society today. However, in its current development, 

the legal situation in the field of civil law still shows diversity because there are still several legal systems that are still alive, 

developing, and coexisting with several other legal systems in the life of Indonesian society. In the context of national legal 

development, directed and integrated legal reform efforts are needed, among others in the form of codification and unification of 

certain fields of law. In the preparation of new legislation that is needed to be able to support development in various fields 

following the demands of development, as well as the level of legal awareness and dynamics that develop in society. The enactment 

of Indonesian civil law in the form of legislation that applies nationally to all Indonesian residents is a must because it is to reduce 

or eliminate conflicts in the field of civil law that have occurred in Indonesian society. The rules of civil law are very fundamental 

in regulating legal relationships between every legal subject, which in this case is every person or human who resides in the territory 

of Indonesia.  

The current order of the Indonesian civil law system is still pluralistic because there are still several colonial legacy rules 

and regulations in force in addition to Islamic civil law and customary civil law, which were later agreed to be the raw material for 

the preparation of a new national civil law codification so that efforts towards this direction are very urgent to implement. Although 

there are still some obstacles due to the relatively high level of emotional sensitivity to the subjects and objects to be regulated 

(Usman, 2003). 

The preparation of national legal unification in the field of civil law will experience more difficulties than the unification 

of other fields of law, this is due to the reality of the atmosphere of pluralism is still very thick and pervasive in the life of Indonesian 

society. However, the pluralism of civil law certainly does not hinder the preparation of national civil law in the future. To foster 

national law is to find the basis, nature, form, and principles of national law. Legal unification is the nature of the national law to 

be realized, while codification is related to the form of the national law. This means that the codification of national law is not at 

the same time the unification of national law in it. Because several legal systems have their social structure which certainly 

illustrates the style of the society concerned, the diversity of the structure of the society concerned is seen in the region, religious 

and plural customs so that unification efforts are not easy to implement. Likewise, in the effort to codify the law that seeks to 

collect all provisions in a book of laws systematically, straightforwardly, thoroughly, and completely, it is certainly not easy to 

realize. Given the limitations of ability, energy, funds, and time, the needs of law and the development of society are so fast that 

political policies and programs are needed to achieve the ideals of national law. 

Facing such a situation, national legal politics outlined the formation of national civil law carried out by 'partial and open 

codification' which regulates several loose regulations so that it is not in the form of a 'systematic and complete book'. In the 

National Civil Law Reform Symposium organized in cooperation between the National Law Development Agency of the Ministry 

of Justice and the Faculty of Law UGM in 1981, to face the difficulties in codification efforts, a solution was given in the form of 

'partial and open codification' which was carried out in stages according to the needs and priorities in the development of national 

law. This means that open codification allows the existence of similar legal rules that regulate various problems in the field of law 

concerned in particular. Meanwhile, partial codification is a way of accelerating the codification process in the form of codification 

in narrower legal fields (Usman, 2003). 
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Codification is the right means to increase legal certainty which is the goal of a legal system. So codification is a must and 

must contain laws that can fulfill legal awareness and a sense of justice in society, meaning that the codification must reflect the 

law that lives in society. However, the impact of a written legal system is that codification is static so it cannot keep up with 

developments in society (Apeldoorn et al., 1978). 

The best way to utilize codification is to make sure that it can still be used as a basis for solving legal problems in the 

future. In other words, legislation and codification must be flexible, not rigid.  

The main goal in the direction of national law is to achieve legal unity for all Indonesian people and provide legal certainty 

as well as legal reform to adjust to developments in society (Rahardjo, 1991). 

Another goal of codification is the formation of a collection of legislation in a simple, logically arranged, harmonious, and 

definite manner so that it is easy to master. This will make it easier for the public to understand quickly and well the rules regulated 

in the legislation.  

The idea of a national law that collects similar laws and regulations in a systematic, logical, harmonious, certain, 

comprehensive, complete, and complete manner. However, the idea of a comprehensive and closed legal codification will be 

outdated and very rigid, so it is not easy to keep up with the times and the dynamics of society. Therefore, it is necessary to change 

the orientation in the form of open and partial national law from a closed and comprehensive codification. Hence, civil law is not 

intended to be replaced in the form of a systematic and complete book but is implemented through partial and open codification, 

which is regulated through several loose regulations. Consequently, to replace the codification of colonial civil law, some loose 

regulations will emerge, which will gradually replace the integrity of the Burgerlijk Wetboek to become invalid because it has 

been partially revoked.  

This is evidenced by the birth of several national civil law regulations to partially reform the national civil law. This partial 

revocation and replacement of the law make it easier to carry out national civil law reform. The preparation of the codification of 

national civil law will be carried out in stages to the needs and priorities of national development. 

The advantage of open partial codification is that it is easier to make, change and revoke and is always dynamic to 

harmonize with the modernization process supported by advances in science and technology. While the weakness is in terms of 

synchronization of regulations and arrangements made vertically and horizontally, as well as in terms of mastery of legal material. 

For this reason, a directed and integrated effort is needed in the creation of a national civil law system with the creation of partial 

and open civil law codifications so that they can run harmoniously and in the same direction so that a complete and integrated 

national civil law system will be created.  

The politics of codification in the reform of national civil law must also pay attention to the existence of legal rules 

contained in Islamic law and customary law as sources that can be used as material in the reform of national civil law so that there 

is no gap between the validity of the law and the effectiveness of the applicable legal rules in the dimensions of the new national 

legal system order.  

The nature of civil law has neutral and sensitive characteristics. Neutral characteristics regarding wealth law include 

property law and agreement law and include trade law. Meanwhile, the sensitive characteristics are family law such as marriage 

law and inheritance law. This means that the areas of civil law with neutral characteristics are not an obstacle to being unified, 

while the areas of civil law with sensitive characteristics can be unified in the form of partial and open codification.  

The preparation of legal codification towards national civil law is carried out through the path of neutral civil law material, 

in the form of non-sensitive civil law material. While the path of non-neutral civil law material, namely sensitive civil law material, 

in the sense that it is too closely related to socio-cultural and spiritual religious life, such as family law, and inheritance law, must 

still prioritize religious and customary law in its legal rules in society.  

The division of neutral and non-neutral national civil law material is seen from the level of emotional sensitivity to the 

subjects and objects it regulates. The codification and unification of neutral legal materials can be started, because they do not 

clash too much with other laws, while the codification of non-neutral legal materials is as far as possible directed towards legal 

unification while taking into account the level of dynamics and awareness of the community concerned. 

Codification and unification in the field of non-neutral law will cover general matters, which are generally applicable while 

regarding specific matters, it still pays attention to specific matters, while still paying attention to the legal awareness that lives in 

the environment of each community so as not to cause unrest that can disrupt community stability. As a sensitive sector of law, 

reform in the fields of family law, marriage law, and inheritance law must be carefully carried out by considering various factors 

that are closely related to religious law and customary law and matters that are unified only concern matters of formality and 

neutral administrative aspects. For matters that are not possible to uniform, it is still expected that they will continue to treat their 

respective customary and religious laws by what has been done with Law No. 1/1974 concerning marriage which was amended by 

Law No. 16/2019. 

Legal codification to move towards the unification of national civil law in the context of renewal and the formation of a 

national civil law codification should be carried out gradually and carefully and as much as possible should be uniform, while 

material that is not possible to be unified tends to pay attention to the dynamics and legal awareness that exists in the community 

concerned so that therefore it will still appoint and enforce the provisions of its religious law or religious beliefs and other laws 

under its legal needs. Other unwritten legal rules including jurisprudence should still be utilized as raw material for the preparation 

and formation of a new national civil law codification (Wargakusumah, 1992). 

The preparation of efforts to unify the field of Indonesian civil law concerning matters relating to neutral characteristics 

can be carried out, while the field of civil law with sensitive characteristics can be unified in the formal form in the form of partial 

and open codification and the material aspect is adjusted to the rules contained in each religious law and their beliefs, as well as 

customary law which is still, in reality, living as living law in the community concerned, so that it only regulates matters that are 

basic and basic in the field of civil law with sensitive characteristics. 
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CONCLUSION  

 

Based on the above discussion, the following conclusions can be drawn: 

 

1. Standard Contract as a sub-system of binding law is very urgent to be improved in the direction of national civil law reform 

so that it requires seriousness of the legislators, the Government and the House of Representatives, by taking into account 

the cultural conditions of Indonesian society. Then, in updating the standard contract, it must consider the applicable legal 

principles and theories in Indonesia which are adjusted to global legal developments, and the arrangements must be detailed 

and clear.  

2. In the preparation of the standard contract as a sub-section of the law of engagement towards civil law reform, there is a 

factor in the reality that the atmosphere of pluralism is still very thick and pervasive in the lives of Indonesian people, but 

with the pluralism of civil law, a humanist approach can be taken to achieve the preparation of national civil law. 
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